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Sir John Clerk of Penicuik, Bt 

sir John clerk (1676–1755), whose father had enhanced 
the family fortunes by exploiting coal reserves on his 
lands at penicuik, Midlothian, studied at Glasgow 
college for two years,1 before being despatched to 
study law at leiden; he afterwards spent a further 
two years abroad in paris, vienna and rome, where 
he developed an enthusiasm for music and for roman 
antiquities.2 A commissioner for the Treaty of union 
in 1707, clerk was closely bound up with political 
attachment to it, after which he was appointed a baron 
of the court of exchequer in scotland; hence he is 
regularly called Baron clerk (illus 47).3 

clerk’s many surviving family papers enable us 
to see the world of a comfortably well-off landowner 

indulging his passion for archaeology. he deeply 
admired what the romans had achieved in extending 
their empire so widely, while at the same time 
extolling scotland’s proud past. clerk corresponded 
with the leading antiquaries of the day and was among 
the roman Knights recruited by stukeley to his 
society (see p. 63). despairing of antiquarian studies 
in scotland, stukeley described clerk in June 1725 
as ‘the only Atlas and hercules too, that sustains the 
cause of polite literature beyond the vallum’.4

clerk comments scathingly in 1734 on members 
of the faculty of Advocates in edinburgh: ‘as for the 
faculty they are noe great lovers of Antiquities of any 
kind . . . tho’ most of them pretend to have read the 
civil law and consequently ought to know and regard 
the roman Antiquities, yet i’ll adventure to pick 
out at least 50 of there number, who if they found a 
roman Altare wou’d thinke they had got a prize of a 
large stone to be a lintle or rebet to a stable or house 
of office’.5 They viewed the stones as handy building 
material not as valuable historical evidence.

At penicuik house sir John assembled and 
displayed a substantial collection of antiquities, some 
from his continental Grand Tour. several items were 
in his study, others in his garden. ‘you may see there 
certain ancient bronze and marble statues, altar-
pieces, inscriptions, and that sort of thing, as far as 
the slenderness of my fortune permitted. There are 
also in the Museum a number of Greek and roman 
coins, incised vases, traces of a picture of ancient 
workmanship.’6 The local material included inscribed 
and sculptured stones from the Wall, from Birrens fort 
in dumfriesshire and from housesteads on hadrian’s 
Wall, as well as Bronze Age metalwork. We must not 
think of clerk merely as an uncritical accumulator of 
antiquities. he was an acute observer of archaeological 
remains, as his sketches of hadrian’s Wall and of 
Burnswark in dumfriesshire reveal.7 clerk encouraged 
Alexander Gordon in his various enterprises (see 
p. 71), and received at his house antiquaries on tour.

in 1722 edmund Gibson, soon to be Bishop of 
london, published a revised version of his 1695 edition 
of camden’s Britannia (see p. 52). in his preface Gibson 

Illustration 47 
sir John clerk of penicuik, 2nd Baronet, oil on canvas by sir John de 

Medina, c 1700 (© sir robert clerk of penicuik, Bt). 
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Illustration 48 
Title page of Alexander Gordon’s Itinerarium Septentrionale, 1726. 
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bewailed, much as stukeley had done, the lack of 
antiquaries active north of the Border.8 for scotland 
there was little in the book that was new; no further 
communication came from sibbald who died that year 
at the advanced age of 81. however, the 1722 printing 
contained notices of several recently found stones, 
some of which we know that Gibson had obtained 
from dr Thomas Tanner (see p. 52) in the wake of 
John urry’s travels. 

Alexander Gordon, the singer

The 1720s saw two visitors to the Wall whose 
intention from the first was to write about it at length: 
Alexander Gordon whose Itinerarium Septentrionale was 
published in 1726 and the revd John horsley whose 
Britannia Romana appeared, shortly after his death, in 
1732. Both closely studied the Wall’s course on the 
ground, made plans of forts along its length, and drew 
the inscribed stones from it. 

The proximity in time, as well as the closeness of 
the subject-matter, has led to comparison between the 
two authors, generally to Gordon’s detriment, and he 
stands accused of pirating horsley’s insights.9 however, 
horsley in turn drew heavily on Gordon’s published 
monograph.10 Both accounts are useful for a picture of 
farms and villages along the Antonine Wall, preserving 
the names of settlements not otherwise known; some 
were to be swept away during the construction of the 
forth & clyde canal.

commentators in earlier generations have dis-
cussed Gordon and horsley on the basis, largely, of 
their published monographs. however, the clerk 
of penicuik Muniments, on deposit in the national 
records of scotland, edinburgh, together with the 
MacKenzie of delvine papers, horsley’s letters to 
his friend robert cay in newcastle (see p. 83), and 
of both Gordon and horsley to William stukeley, 
roger Gale and others, allow us go some way towards 
reconstructing their schedules.

Alexander Gordon (1692?–1754), son of a 
merchant in Aberdeen,11 and a graduate of one of the 
two colleges there, was a man of little means but wide 
ambitions, who travelled to italy in 1716–19, visiting 
venice, rome, naples and sicily; thus he was familiar 
with standing roman monuments outside Britain. 
Musically gifted, he sang in opera houses at Messina 
and naples, and later in london and edinburgh.12 
At various times customs-house clerk, bookseller, 
language tutor, artist, composer, secretary to the 
society of Antiquaries of london and egyptologist, he 

never quite fulfilled his potential in any of the many 
avenues he followed, and eventually got into financial 
difficulties. Gordon was a prolific and versatile 
writer, but not all his projects came to fruition. one 
could view him as just a gifted amateur, but this is 
to understate his achievements. The Itinerarium was 
for its day a highly original piece of work (illus 48). 
Gordon was prompted towards antiquarian endeavour 
in northern Britain by reading stukeley’s Account, 
wherein its author had bemoaned the lack of scottish 
interest in the roman antiquities of the country.13 in 
addition he had recently had the opportunity to handle 
a supposed roman sword from carriden, preserved at 
the faculty of Advocates in edinburgh, unaware that 
it was a Bronze Age weapon.14 ‘The Gladius i had to 
my joy in my hand’, he exclaimed to sir John clerk, 
all but swooning with the excitement.15 

in 1723 Gordon made the crucial friendship of sir 
John clerk of penicuik, a fellow lover of music, who 
remained an important patron thereafter.16 Gordon’s 
original intention was to report in his monograph 
only on the roman, pictish and ‘danish’ antiquities of 
scotland, but he expanded the remit, probably in 1724 
(see p. 74), to include hadrian’s Wall. Gordon spent 
the years 1723–5 collecting information and recording 
roman camps, forts and inscribed stones, and pictish 
sculptured stones, ‘having made a pretty laborious 
progress through almost every part of scotland for 
Three years successively’.17 Though he realised that 
actual excavation of sites would be advantageous, he 
lacked the funds to undertake it. 

in the spring or summer of 1723 Gordon borrowed 
from an edinburgh antiquary, James Anderson, a 
copy of sibbald’s Historical Inquiries, for which he had 
subsequently been vainly searching in bookshops. on 
19 August he asked Anderson if he could to retain it for 
a little longer, since he had an ‘indispensable necessity 
of having that Book of sibalds along with me in my 
Antiquary peregrination’, and trusted he could retain 
it ‘till i come back from the virtuoso Tuer which can 
be no farther than Glascow, sterling and perth this 
summer’. The book was ‘absolutely necessary for my 
designes seeing it directs me to 50 or 60 places i knew 
nothing about. Besides am to trace the vallum [the 
Antonine Wall] according to the stages set down in 
[sibbald’s] draught.’18 Thus Gordon signalled his 
intention of undertaking a comprehensive survey of 
archaeological sites. very probably he made his first 
visit to the Wall in August, identifying a number 
of inscribed stones, for example at croy hill and at 
duntocher.19

AleXAnder Gordon, The sinGer
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in september 1723 Gordon again travelled 
westwards along the Wall on horseback, this time in 
the company of James Glen of linlithgow, soon to be 
a youthful provost of that town.20 This was by prior 
arrangement, made before he became aware that clerk 
himself was also seeking out inscribed stones. from 
their start-point at linlithgow Gordon and Glen went 
together to Glasgow, following the ‘low road’.21 They 
journeyed as far west as dumbarton, and on the return 
leg visited duntocher, Auchenvole castle, Kilsyth, Bar 
hill (illus 49) and castlecary. Gordon found time for 
‘drawing and measuring all the most considerable and 
conspicuous forts’. he also drew the inscribed stones at 
Glasgow college, ‘with as much exactness as i could’. 

After he and Glen returned to linlithgow, Gordon on 
19 september wrote a lengthy report to clerk, as the 
latter had requested, which enables us to recreate the 
itinerary.22 

Knowing of James Glen’s interest in forming his 
own collection of antiquities, Gordon had taken care 
on the westwards journey to follow a route where 
he expected the opportunity of acquiring any stones 
would be minimized. nevertheless Glen bought an 
‘obliterate altar’ at Bar hill,23 and ‘the head of another 
broaken altar not worth one farthing’. Gordon sought 
to play down in his letter to clerk the loss to him 
thereby incurred.

close to linlithgow on their return journey 
eastwards, the pair encountered farmer richard Burn 
who had, it seems, already been tasked by clerk to 
obtain stones for him,24 something Gordon knew. clerk 
and Gordon must have compared notes in advance, 
since the westwards route chosen along the Wall (the 
‘low road’) had been intended to give Burn time to 
uplift stones but, when Gordon and Glen eventually 
passed by, they were still in situ. Burn himself carried 
a ‘memorandum’ from clerk, detailing the locations of 
stones to be collected.

Burn took the opportunity of the unexpected 
meeting near linlithgow to ask Gordon about stones at 
duntocher and Auchenvole, ‘which blew me quite up 
with Glen’. indiscreet remarks made earlier by Burn’s 
wife had already led to friction between Gordon 
and Glen who ‘upbraded me as if all had been my 
contrivance’.25 Gordon engaged the various farmers 
and factors ‘by whispers and looks’, to prevent the 
stones falling into Glen’s hands. The correspondence 
thus reveals the politics of stone acquisition, with 
Gordon an uncomfortable intermediary, attempting 
to satisfy all parties.

The relationship with Glen on the journey 
unsurprisingly became ‘somewhat chilly’ (Gordon in 
his letter to clerk used the italian ‘aliquanto freddo’), 
but in print he described his companion as ‘my curious 
and honoured friend James Glen esq., present provost 
of linlithgow’, and dedicated to him the plate showing 
Bar hill fort from which Glen had secured one of his 
stones (illus 49).26 The travellers remained on good 
terms, as later events were to show (see p. 83).

in the course of the 10-day journey, which Gordon 
describes as ‘my western peregrination’,27 he was able to 
record several stones for the first time and endeavoured 
to secure them for clerk. in general these were small 
building stones,28 but they also included a sizeable 
altar and an inscribed pillar (illus 50), both from Bar 

Illustration 49 
Ground plan of Bar hill fort, reproduced from Alexander Gordon, 
Itinerarium Septentrionale, 1726. The dedication is to James Glen, 

Gordon’s travelling companion on the Wall in 1723. 
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hill fort.29 Gordon’s account is valuable testimony to 
their provenances. Those already in hands of major 
landowners were beyond his capacity to secure. 

in his letter to clerk of 19 september Gordon 
castigated Burn for not having been ‘as active as you 
expect’. however, it should still be possible to secure 
the stones; but there was a need to act quickly, before 
Glen tried again for them. Gordon had reserved for 
clerk the ‘two new ones’ at castlecary,30 for which 
he had secretively given James stirling, the likely 
factor, a shilling, when the latter was holding his 
horse’s bridle. 

on 28 september richard Burn wrote to clerk to 
say that he had called on Thomas Baird, an innkeeper 
at cumbernauld, and, though he offered half a crown 
for the stone deposited with him for safekeeping,31 
Baird would not hand it over until he could acquaint 
‘My lord’ [the earl of Wigton].32 next Burn had 
travelled to Kilsyth, to seek out two stones earlier left 
at ‘Maxwells’, an innkeeper in the town. however, 
the stone at duntocher Mill – the ‘nero’, mentioned 
here for the first time – ‘was not come that length.33 i 
mised balie stark being at Glasgow and left a leter for 
him with yor landledie his stepmother who favours 
that you shall have the ston per fass awl nefas’;34 he 
handed over a shilling for it to be brought to his 
house at clerkstoun. Burn’s letter mentions neither 
Gordon nor Glen. Gordon passed drawings of stones 

Illustration 50 
inscribed column shaft, first reported at Kilsyth in 1719 as drawn by 

Alexander Gordon, Itinerarium Septentrionale, 1726. 

Illustration 51 
The ‘priapus stone’ from Westerwood fort, as illustrated (left) by 
Alexander Gordon, Itinerarium Septentrionale, 1726, and (right) by John 

horsley, Britannia Romana, 1732. 

he had recently seen to sir John clerk, evidently to 
facilitate their removal to penicuik.35 sir John clerk’s 
annotations confirm his intention to secure them.

reacting to Gordon’s censure of Burn, clerk 
evidently rebuked the latter for having been 
insufficiently forceful in his negotiations. A second 
letter from Burn, dated 18 november, recounts a 
further journey along the Wall: he had gone first to 
castle cary, where he had spoken with James stirling 
who, ‘upon hearing that such stones were in esteem, 
stole the ston . . . which had been found by a Mr 
Graham in his ‘yearddirk’ [yard dyke] . . . but i have 
it now’.36 The stone in the garden at Kilsyth ‘i got by 
flatory, drinking and other methods of the factor and 
Gardner’.37

in addition Burn ‘was at robt lishmans [the 
tenant of Westerwood] and saw that stone in his 
byar Gabell [byre gable] and would have got it, but 
could not get a Mason to take it out and put another 
in its place’.38 This was a building stone depicting ‘a 
priapus or penis’.39 horsley saw the stone at penicuik 
and described it but briefly in his text, since ‘decency 
forbids the saying any more on this subject, as it obliges 
me to conceal the figure’ (illus 51).40 

A difference of view emerged in that the shilling 
Gordon had paid James stirling at castle cary was, 
according to the latter, ‘not upon account of the stone 
but for his pains in showing him some places about, 
and giving all the horses corn’. stirling, it seems, was 
not altogether honest! By this time Burn had spent all 

AleXAnder Gordon, The sinGer
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his money on sweeteners so he asked clerk to ‘send 
me out some money or some paper’. The acquisition 
of these inscribed stones by clerk for the most part 
ensured their preservation, at least in the short term; 
some cannot now be located.41 John horsley, when he 
was in scotland in 1728, drew them at penicuik house 
(see p. 79). 

Gordon now travelled northwards, through 
stirlingshire, perthshire and Angus, to Aberdeen 
where he lodged with his father and earned some 
money by working over the winter in the town’s 
customs-house. he promptly called upon Thomas 
Blackwell the elder, principal of Marischal college, 
to raise the matter of the distance slab, formerly at 
dunnottar castle, recently presented to the college 
by the 10th earl Marischal (see p. 59), which clerk 
evidently cherished hope of obtaining. ‘on my arrival 
here i emediatly went and visited Mr Blackwell but 
did not broach my design nor commission from you 
till after i have seen the stone which this morning i 
did & send you its rough draught. it is very curious 
entire & legible & about 3 feet & a half square. next 
visit to Blackwell i shall do what lies in the compass 
of mine or relations power to gett yow it.’42 Two 
weeks later Gordon was able to report that ‘having 
promised to solicite Mr Blackwell to procure you 
that stone in our library, having spoke to him i 
found him extreamly inclined to indulge my sute 
for your getting it. only tells me a meeting of the 
other Masters must be called to procure their consent 
. . . however he him self is willing since i told him 
you would give the college some of your natural 
curiosities in lisse [sic] of it and by the by i think you 
have opportunity to make sure Work of it if it sutes 
your inclination to favour and speak (as We say) to 
my lord Justice clerk or who has the disposing of 
the post: vacancy of regent in our college, seeing Mr 
Blackwells son is a candidate.’43 

in March 1724 richard Burn called upon James 
Glen in his house at longcroft outside linlithgow, 
presumably at clerk’s bidding, in the hope of 
persuading him to relinquish his recent acquisitions, 
to no avail, regrettably since both these stones are 
now lost. ‘As to what you wrot me anent Mr Glen he 
had nothing from me bot what ever commands you 
pleas’d lay on me i wold obey them. he answer’d if 
yow wanted the stons he had you should command 
them.’44 in April 1724 Gordon travelled with clerk 
on a visit to northumberland, whither the latter went 
‘in order to understand my coal affaires’.45 next they 
journeyed together westwards along hadrian’s Wall, 

which Gordon saw for the first time. clerk purchased 
stones at housesteads fort and wrote up an account of 
the visit in his journal.46 

While at Aberdeen in the winter of 1724–5 
Gordon persuaded david verner, professor of 
philosophy at Marischal college, to write a letter of 
introduction to robert Wodrow (see p. 77) in his 
manse at eastwood. in it verner described Gordon 
as ‘the famous singer, who has travelled italy severell 
times, and has view’d all our scots remains of roman 
antiquities which are to be seen in the fields, and most 
of those which are in private custody . . . he graves 
all the plates himself from the draughts which he 
himself has taken upon the places where he found the 
antiquities; so if you have any coins or fibulae, of both 
which i think i have seen some in your custody, i know 
i need no argument to persuade you to contribute to 
so curious a design, by allowing the author draughts 
of them; the work is prettie far advenced, so be pleased 
to favour me with an answer, with ane inventar of 
your roman curiosities, as soon as your convenience 
will allow.’47 A letter from Gordon himself to 
Wodrow was enclosed, ‘to intreat you would permitt 
me to make a draught of them at edinburgh, where 
i purpose shortly to be’. Wodrow must have declined 
to despatch his collection to edinburgh, since on 6 
August 1725 professor robert simson (see p. 87) 
wrote to him from Glasgow college to recommend 
Gordon and asking that Wodrow allow Gordon, who 
‘is come to this country to take an exact survey of the 
roman Wall’, to visit eastwood, in order to make 
drawings there.48 

in the manner of the times, Gordon advertised 
his intended monograph in Proposals, in search of 
subscribers who were invited to pay one guinea, half 
in advance, the remainder on delivery.49 A list of 231 
subscribers is prefaced to the Itinerarium. As outlined 
in his Proposals, the work was to have three parts, the 
first to comprise a historical account of the romans 
in north Britain, including the two walls, the second 
a detailed survey of ‘pictish and danish’ monuments, 
and the third a full account of ‘curiosities of Art and 
fine Taste that are to be seen in the cabinets and 
collections of the curious in north-Britain’;50 but 
this third part was never written.

in the Itinerarium Gordon makes clear his 
intention with regard to a detailed survey of the 
Antonine Wall. ‘i shall now proceed to shew, how 
the Track, vestiges, and circumstances of this Wall 
of Antoninus pius, commonly called Graham’s dike, 
appear, on the Ground, to this day, having taken 
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an actual survey thereof, for that purpose, with a 
Mathematical instrument, and measured its Track 
with a Gunter-chain, the whole Way, from sea to 
sea. i have exhibited an imperfect and diminutive 
sketch thereof in a Map bound up in this Book, 
which serves only to point out its situation (illus 52); 
but have more particularly illustrated the same, in 
another great Map, made on six large sheets. This 
i design, very soon, to publish by itself, it being 
impossible that any Book whatsoever should contain 
it.’51 The ‘mathematical instrument’ which Gordon 
employed was probably a small circumferentor, an 
angle-measuring device.52 The Gunter-chain, the 
invention of edmund Gunter (1581–1626), professor 
of Astronomy at Gresham college, london, 
consisted of a series of metal links, 100 in all, their 
lengths totalling 66 english feet (20m).53 it could be 
condensed into a small bundle, but would still have 
needed two people to use it, Gordon was the first to 
measure the length of the Wall and to draw its forts 
in sequence.

Gordon’s survey work on both Walls was 
undertaken in 1725, in March of which year he asked 
sir John clerk if he could borrow from his stable a 
horse which he describes as ‘my old brown pegasus’. 
he also begged ‘the lend of a pair of old riding baggs 
. . . in order to hold my drawing utinsels’.54 

in 1725 Gordon followed the Antonine Wall’s 
course on the ground from west to east. no traces 
remained at old Kilpatrick, ‘they being levell’d by 
the plough, and quite defaced; nor did i see any plain 
vestige till i came near half a Mile further east’ to 
carleith, where he viewed the Military Way and, 
soon after, the ditch,55 which he found to be the most 
conspicuous and ubiquitous feature. The rampart was 
indeed of turf, as capitolinus had stated (see p. 1). 
There are numerous personal observations of the Wall 
and delight at what he saw. ‘Beyond this [ie eastwards 
of Bonnyside house, close to rough castle fort], i 
stay’d a pretty while, to measure every part of the 
Wall which offered to my view; all appearing here, 
as i judg’d, in its greatest Beauty and perfection.’56 
on carriden he had information from ‘the ingenious 
mathematician, Mr George campbell’, whose 
grandfather had been ‘proprietor of this place’. little 
is known of campbell’s life, either in edinburgh 
or later in london, where Gordon might have met 
him.57 George campbell told Gordon of ‘a vase 
found near lollius’s ditch. on of the bottom of it this 
inscription AnTAclipv’.58 no provenance is given, 
but carriden may be suspected.

Gordon’s powers of observation have generally 
been denigrated. he candidly confesses to not noticing 
that there was a rampart mound on the south side of 
the ditch until his inspection was more than half-
way finished. ‘A circumstance, belonging to the 
Wall, from Kirk-Patrick where it began, to this place 
[Bonnyside, near rough castle], i could never observe 
before; namely the vestige of a great Agger or rampart 
placed to the south of the Fossa.’ it was here too that 
he first observed the stone base of the Wall. ‘At the 
place, now mentioned, i was astonished to meet with 
another circumstance which i very little expected, 
namely the foundation of a freestone Wall, at the 
Bottom of the south rampart, about 14 foot broad.’59 
site-plans of 10 forts were included in the Itinerarium, 
Gordon having measured them out in paces.60 he was 
the first to conjecture a fort at Mumrills, on the basis 
of ‘quantities of Roman vessels’ and ‘hollow square 
conduits’ of earthenware he observed there, ‘very 
thick and hard’.61 in addition he noted a number of 
smaller installations, described in the monograph as 
‘watch towers’ and ‘exploratory turrets’.62 As well as 
charting the progress of roman arms, Gordon revelled 
in caledonian success in repelling the invaders.

Gordon also viewed and described suspected forts 
on the north flank of the forth–clyde isthmus (see 
p. 8), which he credited to Agricola, their setting 
indicative, he argued, of the latter’s planned forward 
advance into northern scotland.63 Gordon recorded 
them in a sequence from west to east, starting on the 
clyde near dumbarton and progressing to camelon 
and Arthur’s o’on. 

The Itinerarium contained two plates of small 
finds, some in sir John clerk’s collection at penicuik, 
others in robert Wodrow’s at eastwood. importantly 
the artefacts were linked to individual sites, where 
their provenances were known. Gordon accords 
prominence in the text to artefacts then at penicuik, 
many of which their owner considered roman, but 
we can now see belong in the Bronze Age.64

clerk did not abandon his quest for inscribed 
stones. from a letter to roger Gale on 2 June 1726 
we learn that he had ‘got lately a piece of a stone with 
these letters coh BAT’, about 0.2m long, and which 
‘has been at first a square and about 2 inches thick’.65 
This was the fragmentary altar at castlecary seen by 
urry (1697) and lhwyd (1699), which reported a 
cohors Batavorum.66 from a rough sketch in clerk’s copy 
of the letter, we may conclude that it had been further 
broken before it reached penicuik. horsley failed to 
locate it in 1728; it is now lost. 

AleXAnder Gordon, The sinGer
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At the end of the Itinerarium Gordon returned 
to the matter of his projected large-scale map (see 
p. 75) which was to comprise ‘a compleat view of 
the roman Walls in Britain, . . . viz. those of the 
emperors hadrian and severus, in cumberland, and 
northumberland, near 14 foot in length and 6 in 
Breadth; and that of Antoninus pius in scotland, 
in another Map of about 6 foot in length and 4 in 
Breadth67 . . . as taken by an actual Geometrical survey 
of both, last summer, with great labour, and expence 
. . . The Whole will be adorned with exact draughts 
of all the inscriptions, and Altars, ever found upon 
these Walls . . . according to exact Mensuration, with 
a scale, and correction of former publications. To all 
which, at the foot of each Map, will be engrav’d a 
large dissertation in english, and in latin, for the use 
of foreigners’.68 he also intended to depict on it the 
smaller installations seen along both Walls.69 it never 
appeared. Gordon’s published map is disappointing, 
and the forts on both Walls are cursorily marked on 
it (illus 52).

Gordon may have taken the idea of a large-scale 
map from John Adair, who had announced similar 
intentions 30 years before (see p. 49). certainly there 
has long been suspicion that Gordon lifted from 
Adair’s papers notes on a survey for a canal to link the 
forth and the clyde, which he was commissioned in 

1726 to undertake by the government in london (see 
p. 93).70 As clerk wrote to roger Gale on 29 August 
of that year, ‘Mr Gordon is soon expected here with 
his head full of a project to make a communication 
between clyde and forth by a canale’.71

it was while engaged on this task that Gordon 
heard in september 1726 of discoveries made during 
agricultural work at shirva east of Auchendavy. 
he hurried to the site, and excitedly reported the 
findings at once to clerk. ‘i was directed to see a 
place on Grahams dike which the plough has 
discovered viz. a hollow mausoleum within the very 
fossa where stones with inscriptions were found 
about 6 weeks i think ago. on one is the legio 
2da [secunda] Augusta eligantly engraven but the 
stone broke in 3 parts & part of it where the noble 
ornaments are is still lying in the ground undugg.’72 
With his customary exuberance, he termed it ‘one 
of the largest and most noble stones that has been 
as yet found in our island’ and continued: ‘i beg of 
you Baron see if you know any body that knows 
the proprietor Mr calder of shervey, merch[an]t in 
Glasgow, and endeavour to procure one or more of 
them in time. i saw the place where they were dug 
and God knows how many noble antiquities may be 
found. Three or four of us have appointed to go with 
the proprietor and dig up the rest carefully.’73 We 

Illustration 52 
Alexander Gordon’s map of the Antonine Wall, in his Itinerarium Septentrionale, 1726. 
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might reasonably have expected that Gordon would 
have ensured that these went to join the burgeoning 
collection at penicuik house, and clerk must surely 
have been keen to acquire them, but in fact they 
were donated in 1728 by the proprietor to Glasgow 
college.74 

Wodrow’s later testimony

robert Wodrow had left Glasgow college in 1703 on 
appointment as Minister of the parish of eastwood, 
renfrewshire, south of Glasgow (illus 53). he was to 
devote many years to compiling a magisterial account 
of the History of the Sufferings of the Church of Scotland, 
from the Restauration to the Revolution,75 in which he 
lamented the decline in religious fervour among the 
scots, which followed the removal of any threat to their 
freedom of worship.76 Though the antiquarian pursuits 
of his youth fade from view, he had not forgotten them 
entirely. An entry among his Analecta (‘leftovers’) 
under June 1729 offers an informed observer’s account 
of the constituent elements of the Wall.77 ‘This moneth 
i was at dougalstoun, throu whose ground the old 
roman wall goes. i had the pleasure to see that old 
vestige of the roman greatnes.78 The wall is levelled 
with the ground, or fill’d up with every year’s grouth 
and dust many hundred years since. houever the tract 
of it is very plain; from Kilpatrick79 to Kirkentilloch 
it runs all along on an eminency. [ John Graham of ] 

Illustration 53 
robert Wodrow, ‘Mi[ni]ster att eastwood’, late 19th-century 
collotype from an 18th-century miniature portrait in watercolour, 

artist unknown (© The hunterian, university of Glasgow). 

Illustration 54 
distance slab of the second legion from summerston, recording completion of 3666½ paces of the Wall, presented to Glasgow 

college in 1694 by John Graham of dougalston (© The hunterian, university of Glasgow). 
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dougalston gets all his stones for a large park dyke 
from it, and the people just digg under a foot of earth 
and find them in plenty for raising. At the place where 
they wer digging, the heuen stone with inscription, 
gifted by dougalston, 1694, to the college, was turned 
up (illus 54).80 no other freestone has been gote. The 
workmen are bound doun to care, by the promise of 
a croun,81 for every figured and lettered stone they 
find. i sau the vestige of a ditch on the north side of 
the wall, then the wall itself, which, in as farr as can 
nou be guessed, has been about twelve feet thick. The 
hight cannot nou be knouen; and on the south side 
of the wall, from its root for about twelve or fourteen 
foot southward, there is a causie of small stones about 
half a foot or therby diameter, gravell among them.82 
The wall itself has large stones at the sides of it, and 
the body of it is made up of smaller stones of smaller 
size, without any lime we can perceive, but just earth 
or sand nou turned to earth among them. it has been 
faced with these large stones on both sides of the wall, 
north and south . . . This dyke is just nou a kind of 
loose quarry to the gentlemen throu whose lands it 
runns. dougalston tells me that all the country houses 
thereabouts are built of the stones of the roman wall.’83

John Horsley, the nonconformist minister

Alexander Gordon was soon followed into scotland by 
the revd John horsley (1685–1732), nonconformist 
minister at Morpeth, northumberland.84 horsley had 
entered edinburgh college in the autumn of 1698, to 
read for the standard four-year MA degree, but was 
excused the first year of study, in Greek and latin 
languages, because of his proficiency in them.85 he 
graduated in 1701, and spent a further four years at the 
college, presumably in theological studies.86 By 1709 
horsley was established at Morpeth. A high reputation 
as a natural philosopher and mathematician was what 
distinguished him during his lifetime; in 1729 he was 
elected a fellow of the royal society.87 

horsley was no stranger to scotland. Among his 
correspondents was dr James Jurin (see p. 64), to 
whom horsley wrote as follows on 20 January 1726. 
‘i often drank your health lately with Mr robert 
simpson professor of mathematics at Glasgow who was 
often blaming himself for not having wrote to you . . . 
i intend to set out for Glasgow tomorrow.’88 horsley 
was to deliver a ‘course of experimental philosophy’ 
there; Jurin offered moral support.89 

horsley’s interest in antiquities can be traced 
back to about 1715, if not earlier, perhaps whetted by 

his relative proximity at Morpeth to hadrian’s Wall 
and to its outpost forts along dere street.90 By the 
mid-1720s he had turned his attention fully to the 
roman occupation of Britain. correspondence with 
sir John clerk, roger Gale, William stukeley and 
robert cay at newcastle (see p. 83) sheds light 
on horsley’s fieldwork and on progress towards 
publication. As the surviving letters rarely allude 
to either hadrian’s Wall or the Antonine Wall, it 
must be presumed that active fieldwork along both 
was already completed. rather, horsley was by then 
preoccupied with his comprehensive publication of 
the roman inscribed and sculptured stones found in 
Britain; more material was continually coming to 
light, with the result that some had in the end to be 
included in his preface as addenda. Much time and 
effort were devoted to interpreting the latin texts, 
often difficult to read.91 As Thomas Blackwell (the 
younger) of Marischal college, Aberdeen, noted in 
december 1728 in a letter to clerk, ‘he [horsley] 
has sent to this college to have our stone drawn anew 
with the height, Breadth and distance of every 
letter etc.’92 

‘The whole bears’, as horsley wrote about his 
monograph to lord oxford in february 1731, ‘the 
title of Britannia romana, and consists of three books. 
in the first is contain’d a compleat history of all the 
roman transactions in Britain, with the chronology, 
and a large account of the roman walls in england 
& scotland . . . The second book contains a compleat 
collection of all the roman inscriptions and sculptures 
in Britain cut on copper plates with the readings at 
large set under each inscription. i have discover’d & 
inserted in this collection above a hundred originals 
which never have been publish’d before, and by a 
careful examination cleard such as have been made 
public already from an infinite number of errors . . . 
The third book is purely geographical, and contains 
the originals (as far as relates to Britain) of ptolemy, 
Antonine’s itinerary, the notitia, ravennas etc, with 
essays on each of these authors, and maps proper 
for them.’93 horsley saw roman Britain in a wider 
historical context than Gordon, and had a much better 
grasp of the written and epigraphic sources. 

The first part cost horsley ‘much labour and time 
in my study;’ the second ‘was the most expensive and 
tedious. several thousand miles were covered on this 
account, to visit antient monuments . . . i omitted 
no care nor pains, that was necessary to copy these 
with the greatest exactness’.94 The third part stressed 
the importance of geography in the study of ancient 
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history, the relevant sources recently augmented by the 
publication in 1709 of the Ravenna Cosmography.95 

horsley’s peregrination of the Antonine Wall 
belongs at latest in 1728. he began at dunglass on 
the clyde, and ordered his description from west to 
east. like Gordon, he was a horseman, of necessity 
as a country clergyman. horsley wrote with Gordon’s 
monograph beside him on his desk and took pains 
frequently to correct the latter’s defective readings and 
epigraphic interpretations.96 There are close similarities 
between their written texts, especially when dealing 
with the east end of the Wall, suggesting that horsley 
was fleshing out his own notes. 

horsley accurately describes the constituent 
elements of the frontier line between forth and clyde: 
the stone base, the great ditch, and the well-preserved 
Military Way. he remained unconvinced that an outer 
mound had ever existed continuously on its north 
side. some similarities have been detected between 
Gordon’s fort-plans and horsley’s, but for the most part 
they are recognisably different, not least in that horsley 
includes the Wall as their north ramparts, whereas 
Gordon had not realised it existed before he reached 
rough castle (see p. 75). horsley was the first, if we 
exclude pont (see p. 37), to observe on the ground a 
regular sequence of culverts set into the stone base.97 
The ditch, he believed, was flat-bottomed, perhaps in 
this merely copying Gordon.98 rather oddly horsley’s 
general map gives the Wall a five-course high stone 
foundation. 

it is horsley’s clear-headed scholarship in relation 
to what he observed that places him in the forefront of 
the 18th- and 19th-century antiquaries. importantly 
he calculated that the forts lay at two-mile intervals, 
and looked with care at the apparent gaps in such a 
sequence, for example at cawder. horsley was the first 
to recognise that the Ravenna Cosmography gave a list 
of forts on the Wall.99 he observed the Military Way 
extending westwards from old Kilpatrick, at least as 
far as dumbuck, where he believed there had been a 
fort, and perhaps as far as dumbarton.100 even in the 
few years between Gordon’s visit and his own, the 
countryside could change, inscribed stones become 
more or less accessible, and the remains of the Wall be 
damaged or destroyed. 

Gordon was quick to take offence at the threat 
posed to his reputation as an antiquary by horsley’s 
intended monograph. Already by June 1727 horsley 
was aware of Gordon’s hostility. As he entreated 
robert cay, ‘i beg the favour of you not to take notice 
to any body and particularly not to Mr Gordon of 

my being busy about anything of this nature.’101 As 
professor Thomas Blackwell of Aberdeen in a letter 
dated 17 december 1728 remarked to clerk about 
Gordon, ‘there’s still another mortification abiding 
him,102 viz. that some person, an englishman i’m told, 
now at ed[inburgh], is resolving to publish the brittish 
antiquities after a more accurate manner than hitherto 
has been done’.103 clerk felt distinctly uneasy about the 
developing rivalry, as we can see from a letter he wrote 
to professor Matthew craufurd at edinburgh college 
on 6 January 1729, soon after horsley’s visit to him 
at penicuik: ‘All the favour i desire of [horsley] is he 
be discreet to poor Mr Gordon if he thinks he has 
mistaken any thing in the account he has given of our 
Antiquities. This gentleman has done better than any 
body who went before him and indeed considering 
his education he has done much better than anybody 
cou’d expect. Mr horsley will not i hope differ with 
him about trifles, tho’ most of the disputes which 
happen between criticks and Antiquaries are of this 
kind.’104 clerk seems to have urged them to cooperate, 
but Gordon reacted negatively.105

in october 1728 horsley was at edinburgh. 
despite earlier correspondence he did not venture to 
approach clerk direct; professor William hamilton 
at edinburgh college wrote for him a letter of 
introduction, which horsley carried to penicuik.106 
‘This comes by the revd Mr John horsley of Morpeth 
to introduce him to your lordship and recommend 
him to your favourable reception. he has been long of 
my acquaintance. you will find him a person worthy 
of your esteem. he excels in polite learning, is a great 
master in natural philosophy and the Mathematicks, 
and for some years has turned his thoughts much upon 
Antiquities, especially the roman that are to be found 
in Brittain.’ horsley had learned of clerk’s collection 
‘and is very desirous of the honour of being admitted to 
converse with you and to see your pieces of Antiquity’. 
clerk showed him his collection of inscribed stones 
in his garden and in his study.107 By 30 december 
1728 professor Matthew craufurd at edinburgh had 
received a letter from horsley ‘at present in london 
about it’, asking him to contact clerk concerning ‘some 
of the roman monuments your lordship was pleased 
to show him’; he was seeking ‘particular information 
of them’.108 

in a letter of 15 february 1729 to roger Gale, 
clerk recalled horsley’s recent visit to penicuik. ‘Mr 
horseley has been in this countrey and did me the 
favour of a visitt. he was, it seems, very well known 
to some of our university professors some years ago, 

John horsley, The nonconforMisT MinisTer
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and acquired a great reputation for the mathematics, 
and his knowledge in all parts of philosophy.’ They 
discussed the readings on various stones from scotland 
and northern england, especially those at penicuik. 
‘he told me his design was to print an entire collection 
of the roman-British antiquitys, and i hear from some 
of our masters in this university, that he is just now 
setting about [it] in london . . . he affects now and 
then a singularity in his readings and opinions, but this 
i did not wonder at, for the poor man writes for bread 
and must have something new to entertain 
his readers. he lived at Morpeth for many 
years, and taught there in a private academy 
with the benefitt of a meeting-house for his 
support. This is all i know about him.’109 
The long gestation of horsley’s monograph 
filled Gordon with apprehension. ‘As for Mr 
horsley’s leviathen, it has not shewen its 
head as yet’, he wrote in June 1731, ‘but i am 
prepared to defend my system of Antiquity 
nor will i yield to any thing but truth.’110 

in June 1731 further discoveries were 
made on the Wall at shirva. Alexander Gordon 
himself, then in london, contacted clerk 
in search of details. ‘i saw a letter from Mr 
Mclauren directed to Mr faus [folkes] of the 
royall society, about a new inscription and 
a Monument sepulchral found on Graham’s 
dyke’.111 colin Maclaurin (1698–1746) was 
the distinguished professor of Mathematics at 
edinburgh college. Gordon asked clerk to 
make some enquiry ‘at Mr Mclauren abt it 
and please let me know the particulars, that 
with the inscription thereof i may put it in 
the Addenda of the new latin edition of my 
itinerarium’ (cf see p. 83). The revd James 
robe (1688–1753), Minister of Kilsyth on 
the opposite flank of the Kelvin valley,112 had 
provided Maclaurin with valuable details. 
‘As to the Roman Tumulus discover’d in Mr. 
Cathen of Schervy’s Ground,113 it was found 
by some illiterate country people digging 
stones for a park-Wall; what is found, lies 
from West to east; upon the West-side 
lies an exact half round, each end of the 
diameter running out to the east in a Wall 
built of about seven or eight courses of hewn 
stones, many of them of rais’d diamond-
work. There are several pillars, but how 
or where situated is not known; and some 
pedestals with a square hole in the Top very 

well cut. upon the Wall on the south-side near the 
Bottom, was found a large stone with the image of a 
Man carv’d upon it, leaning on his left Arm, a Roman 
Toga covering him to the feet, and seem’d to be ty’d 
with a Belt over the left shoulder, his Tunic appearing 
to his Middle; there is the figure of a dog standing 
on his Gown, with his Tail erected; all is admirably 
well carv’d.114 Before this stone was another, covering 
the image close to it; upon the north-wall, opposite 
to the carv’d stone was another stone, much the same 

Illustration 55 
inscribed and sculptured stones from shirva, 1726–31, illustrated in Alexander 
Gordon, Additions and Corrections by Way of Supplement to the Itinerarium Septentrionale, 

1732. 
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dimensions, with a Man carv’d upon it also, with a 
quadruped towards his Back where he reclines, but of 
what Kind i know not, the head being much broke.115 
. . . There was a good deal of Ashes found, and a piece 
of an urn; there was also a stone with this inscription, 
Flavius Lucianus, Miles Leg. secundae Aug. in Roman 
letters and figures;116 there are also other stones, 
which of only parts are found, having d. M. for Diis 
Manibus;117 but the remaining parts are not yet found; 
i judge only a part of this Burying-place is found, so 
that the Masters of the university of Glasgow have a 
design to cause dig this ground after harvest. The 
whole was in the fossa, close by the Wall; the faces of 
both carv’d stones looked north.’118 from the presence 
of urns and ashes robe concluded that the place had 
been a ‘sepulchre’, a place for burials, though he noted 
there were no niches to contain them.119 The faculty 
Minutes of Glasgow college lack any reference to an 
excavation subsequently undertaken by the ‘Masters’. 

The schematic drawing of the ‘sepulchre’ published 
by Gordon depicts a neatly built masonry structure, 
seven courses high, with one end open and the other 

Illustration 56 
John horsley’s map of the Antonine Wall, in his Britannia Romana, 1732. 

rounded (illus 55). one of the two sculptured reliefs is 
shown; the other on the opposite wall is out of view. 
A single large slab set at right angles across the top 
of the structure was said to be ‘five feet and a half 
long’ (1.67m), an indicator of the width. horsley had 
received two letters from robe, of which the second 
provided further details about the find, viz. ‘a stone on 
the ground within the semicircular building, brown 
with ashes, and as if fire had been much upon it; a 
wall discovered four or five years ago, running out to 
the north from the east end of the northern wall’, and 
other details.120 

The ‘burying place’ can be interpreted as a 
souterrain,121 constructed in immediately post-roman 
times, out of material carried to shirva from one or 
more forts on the Wall, most probably Auchendavy.122 
and positioned in the convenient hollow of the evidently 
still-visible ditch. The wall running northwards was 
perhaps part of the access passageway.123

The exact location of the structure is nowhere 
precisely fixed and it has never been rediscovered, or 
any associated settlement identified at ground level.124 

John horsley, The nonconforMisT MinisTer
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Illustration 57 
John horsley’s sectional map showing forts between Balmuildy (top) and Bar hill (bottom), in his Britannia Romana, 1732. 
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in a letter to clerk robe placed it ‘about a mile to 
the westwards of the Kirk of Kilsyth . . . in the mid 
way between the forts of Barhill and Achindavy’.125 he 
promised subsequently to secure for clerk’s collection 
any other stones found ‘in barns or houses up and down 
the roman wall . . . if it can be had either by stealing, 
robing or purchase’.126 however, the shirva material 
soon went to join earlier finds at Glasgow college, and 
when in 1733–4 an altar was noticed by robb ‘in the 
wall of a country house, hard by the fort on Barhill’, 
perhaps therefore at Auchenvole castle,127 he likewise 
presented it to the college.128 

horsley included a general map of the Antonine 
Wall (illus 56) supplemented by a series of four 
sectional maps, on which the course of the Wall was 
accompanied by outline plans of the individual forts 
(illus 57). The easternmost sectional map is much 
less crowded with detail, in the absence of available 
fort plans; the depiction on it of parkland at Kinneil 
matches that in Blaeu’s Theatrum Orbis Terrarum of 
1654. 

While Gordon did his own drawing and measuring, 
horsley delegated such work to George Mark who, it 
has been suggested, may have ordinarily served as his 
assistant in the parish school at Morpeth.129 sir George 
Macdonald argued that George Mark travelled with 
horsley on his journey along the Antonine Wall, since 
there were many points where the latter’s judgement 
on the visible remains would have been crucial to 
the accuracy of the maps;130 but we have no sure 
evidence. The misplacing on two maps of camelon 
behind instead of in front of the Wall may derive from 
horsley’s own text which is ambiguous and might 
easily have misled his friend robert cay, who had 
undertaken to see the project through to publication 
on horsley’s behalf. 

from a letter of 26 March 1730 to clerk we learn 
that, surprisingly, horsley had not at first intended any 
maps of the Antonine Wall. ‘My friends in london 
seem to think an actual survey of your Wall in scotland 
to be absolutely necessary. if they persist, i shall be 
oblig’d to send one [map] over immediately for that 
purpose; though i should have been better pleas’d if an 
agreement could have been made with Mr Gordon.’131 
perhaps he had considered using Gordon’s unpublished 
large-scale maps (see p. 75). some time later he was 
expecting, in an undated letter to robert cay, to ‘send 
you the scotch maps by the next occasion if i have 
done with them. you may keep the profile of the walls. 
i wish you could find time to redraw the view of the 
walls etc, for i take it for granted Mr Mynde has lost 

what he had . . . i would not miss sending these away 
tomorrow, though they are not so perfect as wished by 
your humble servant John horsley’.132

The book became an ever-increasing financial 
burden: ‘the expences of the bookseller, and my 
own time and labour, are fully triple our first com-
putation’.133 in october 1729 clerk raised with horsley 
the possibility of a professorship at one of the scottish 
universities, in particular at edinburgh. At first horsley 
was reluctant to intrude himself, even though he had 
‘studied at that seat of learning for seven years with 
great application’.134 however, ‘i must now look upon 
myself as past my prime; so i have reconciled myself to 
this corner & to a state of obscurity’.135 on 11 January 
1732, horsley died suddenly of apoplexy at the age 
of 46, worn out by his labours, not living to see the 
Britannia Romana in print; all of it was by then printed 
except the indexes and the preface.136

 early in 1732 Gordon brought out Additions and 
Corrections by Way of Supplement to his Itinerarium, 
updating the latter with information on new dis-
coveries, but without any reference to horsley. Gordon 
had hopes of a latin version of the Itinerarium to be 
printed in holland. reference is made several times 
to it, and publication in tandem with his Additions 
and Corrections was envisaged.137 despite Gordon’s 
confident statement it has been doubted that any such 
a volume ever appeared.138

in 1741, evidently keeping one step ahead of his 
creditors, Gordon sailed for America as secretary to 
his one-time travelling companion on the Wall, James 
Glen, the former provost of linlithgow, who had been 
appointed by the government in london as Governor 
of south carolina.139 Gordon ended his days there in 
some prosperity, maintaining an interest in art and 
in egyptology but not, so far as we can judge, in the 
roman antiquities of northern Britain.140
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channelkirk), and a nearby ‘roman castle’, presumably 
the fortlet at oxton (nrs Gd18/2106, fol 1v). The 
discovery of the former is ascribed by William roy to 
robert Melville in 1755 (1793 p. vi, pl vi), and the latter 
was otherwise first noted from the air in the 1950s. see 
also Jones 2011: 171.

 46 nrs Gd18/2106, on which see Birley 1962. 
 47 Maidment 1837: 219 no 82.
 48 Anon 1848.
 49 Gordon 1725.
 50 Gordon 1725: 3.
 51 Gordon 1726: 49.
 52 As chris fleet, nls, kindly advised me.
 53 By contrast a ‘scotch chain’ was 74 ft (22.5m) long. 
 54 nrs Gd18/5023/3/7. he did not undertake the survey 

on foot as averred by Macdonald 1911: 88; 1934: 76. 
 55 Gordon 1726: 50. 
 56 Gordon 1726: 58.
 57 for campbell as mathematician, see Weeks 1991. no 

campbell is known among the owners of the carriden 
estate, so the connection was presumably on his mother’s 
side. 

 58 stukeley, in own copy of stukeley 1720, sackler library, 
oxford. dr peter Webster suggests a stamp on the inside 
of the base of a samian vessel; the name is otherwise 
unknown. 

 59 Gordon 1726: 58.
 60 duntocher, castlehill, new Kilpatrick, Balmuildy, 

Kirkintilloch, Auchendavy, Bar hill, Westerwood, 
castlecary and rough castle (Gordon 1726: pls 16–25).

 61 Gordon 1726: 60. his ‘hollow square conduits’ can be 
identified as box-flues from a bath-house or heated 
apartments of the commanding officer’s house.

 62 What we now term ‘expansions’. however, neither he nor 
horsley noticed the two such sites on the west side of 
croy hill (Macdonald 1911: 260; 1934: 352).

 63 Gordon 1726: 20.
 64 Gordon 1726: pls 50–1. clerk’s own copy of the Itinerarium 

has recently been located (Brown 2011b).
 65 nrs Gd18/5029; eul Ms la. ii 644/7, fol 20. see 

stukeley 1720: 12; Gordon 1726: 57 with pl 15.4; horsley 
1732: 202 no (Scotland) xxii; Keppie 2006: 183. 

 66 RIB 2154.
 67 perhaps at a scale of one inch equals two miles.
 68 Gordon 1726: 188. 
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 69 Gordon 1726: 58, 188. 
 70 on 22nd March 1727 Gordon exhibited a large-scale plan 

of the proposed canal, ‘surveyed by himself ’, at the society 
of Antiquaries in london (sAl transcribed Minute Book, 
vol 1, 1727). 

 71 nrs Gd18/5029. 
 72 RIB 2180.
 73 nrs Gd 18/5023/3/36; cf Gordon 1732: 5.
 74 uGAs, the university of Glasgow Archive, GuA 26635, 

p. 31. These were RIB 2180, 2182, 2183, CSIR 111 
(Keppie 1998: nos 21, 49–51).

 75 ie from 1660 to 1688. see starkey 1974.
 76 Wodrow 1721: preface.
 77 Wodrow 1843: 66.
 78 John Graham of dougalston must have taken Wodrow to 

see the Wall where it passed across his land, well to the 
south of dougalston house.

 79 he means new Kilpatrick (Bearsden).
 80 RIB 2193 (Keppie 1998: 77 no 5). The stone had been 

presented by the current laird’s father.
 81 Assuming english money is meant, this was a five-shilling 

silver coin.
 82 see above p. 37.
 83 see also horsley 1732: 163.
 84 hodgson 1832; hinde 1865; hodgson 1918; Macdonald 

1932; Macdonald 1933; Birley 1958; Birley in horsley 
1974; levine 1987.

 85 eul, euA-A-769, p. 159.
 86 nrs Gd 18/5038/10.
 87 Macdonald 1933: 10.
 88 royal society Early Letters h.3.109; printed in hepple 

2003a: 163. 
 89 rusnock 1996: 323 no 174. 
 90 Macdonald 1933: 45.
 91 nrs Gd18/5038/1; hodgson 1831: 122 no 10; lukis 

1887: 135; nrs Gd18/5038/7.
 92 nrs Gd18/5036/4.
 93 Bosanquet 1933: 74.
 94 horsley 1732: preface p. i.
 95 Gale & Gale 1709.
 96 hodgson 1831: 115 no 6.
 97 horsley 1732: 163.
 98 Gordon 1726: pl 48; horsley 1732: 163 pl at p. 175.
 99 horsley 1732: 505.
100 horsley 1732: 159; Macdonald 1934: 188. 
101 Birley 1958: 9.
102 his baby daughter had recently died. 
103 nrs Gd18/5036/4. in september 1728 Gordon 

reacted sharply to horsley’s unfavourable comments 
on his fieldwork at dalginross, perthshire (nrs 
Gd18/5023/3/41).

104 nrs Gd18/5033.
105 nrs Gd18/5023/3/45.
106 nrs Gd18/5034. horsley was using his edinburgh 

contacts, as Gordon had his in Aberdeen.
107 nrs Gd18/5038/1. 

108 nrs Gd18/5035. 
109 lukis 1887, 390; cf. nrs Gd18/5033.
110 nrs Gd18/5023/3/53; cf Gd18/5023/3/45.
111 nrs Gd18/5023/3/53.
112 Anton 1893: 121.
113 Thomas calder of shirva.
114 CSIR 112.
115 CSIR 113.
116 RIB 2181 (‘flavius lucianus, soldier of the second 

Augustan legion’).
117 one stone had the letters d M, another only the letter d 

(nrs Gd18/5041/1). These gravestone fragments were 
presumably left at the site.

118 Gordon 1732: 7. 
119 further details in Keppie 1998: 16.
120 horsley 1732: 339.
121 richmond & steer 1957: 5. souterrains were stone-

built subterranean structures of iron Age date, nowadays 
interpreted as serving for storage.

122 Keppie & Walker 1985.
123 Welfare 1984: 308.
124 conceivably it was destroyed in 1771 when the forth & 

clyde canal was being constructed in the vicinity (see 
p. 94). More probably, however, the stonework was soon 
removed to form dykes round shirva house. A search 
there in the 1980s proved negative (Keppie & Walker 
1985: 35)

125 nrs Gd18/5041/1. Keppie 1998, 18 fn 23 says 
‘southwards’, an error in his transcription. shirva house 
lies 3.5km south-west of the ‘Kirk of Kilsyth’.

126 nrs Gd18/5041/4.
127 RIB 2166; Keppie 1998: 99 no 30.
128 for further details see Keppie 1998, 18. robe was a 

graduate of the college.
129 horsley 1732: 121, 160; hodgson 1918: 63, 77. on the 

method of survey used see roy 1793: 155.
130 Macdonald 1933: 20.
131 nrs Gd18/5038/5.
132 hodgson 1831: 29. James Mynde was a well-known 

london engraver.
133 horsley 1732, preface, p. i.
134 nrs Gd18/5038/10.
135 nrs Gd18/5038/3.
136 lukis 1887, 407.
137 Gordon 1732, p. iii, 5; nrs Gd18/5023/3/53. 
138 Macdonald 1933: 36; Brown 2011a. The bibliographer 

John nichols writes (1815: 336 fn) that it was published in 
holland in 1731. 

139 nrs Gd18/5850/3.
140 for letters written by Gordon in his capacity as Glen’s 

secretary, see Mcdowell 1958, and for Gordon as slave-
owner, see rutledge 1949: 641. he died in september 
1754 (Wilson & laing 1874: 364).
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